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project scientist and communication specialist
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• Community outreach and engagement

• Stormwater and watershed management

• Project and crisis communications

• Water resources planning, permitting, and
analysis
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Slips, Trips, and Falls
Slips, trips and falls are preventable, so remember:
• Stay focused – keep your mind on what you are doing.
• Be aware of your surroundings and possible hazards
that could cause you to trip, slip, fall, or misstep.

• Practice good housekeeping in the office and at the
project site.
• Watch where you are going and be mindful of
changing conditions.

• Wear appropriate footwear.

National Safety Council: Falls account for approximately
8.9 million annual visits to the emergency room
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Learning Objectives
 Proactively anticipate, prevent, and manage crisis situations for projects
and organizations.
 Identify potential reputational and media/public relations risks and apply
practical tools for managing those risks and their consequences.
 Gain insight through lessons learned from case examples.
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Project Impacts of a Communications Crisis
Project Delays

• Project may be delayed or derailed completely
• Key regulatory deadlines missed

Cost Overruns

• Crisis communication costs are higher than proactive outreach
• Engineering may need to be re-worked

Damaged Reputation

• If media become involved, bad press can hinder future projects
• Loss of trust may lead to less work in the community
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“Communication”

uastudent.com/the-main-features-of-communicative-process
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Facts are not
enough; we must
affect the
motivations that
drive behavior

Message
(& Intent)

Perception

Behavior

(tweet, feet)

Communication
Strategy and Tools

Attitude
(gut)
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Case Study:
Combined Sewer Overflow Reservoir Project

An Engineering Marvel
• 7.9 billion gallon capacity urban
reservoir converted from a former
quarry

• Holds CSOs for treatment before
discharge to surface water bodies

• Provides flood protection for over half
a million people

• Aerators installed to control odors
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The Bigger Picture
• During first major storm event after
reservoir was in use, nearby residents
complained about strong odors

• Utility caught off guard without a clear
plan to respond to complaints

• Lack of proactive technical solutions
added to confusion and delays in
responding to odor complaints
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Communications Toolbox
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strategy, planning, implementation
Interviews, workshops, meeting design/facilitation

Community surveys, door knocks, access letters
Community groups, on-site community liaison
Websites, social media, other online tools
Videos, animation, graphics, renderings
Newsletters, factsheets, FAQs, whitepapers
Presentations, displays, kiosks, visitor center
Media relations, coaching, talking points
Tribal relations, political briefings

Tools are most effective when used proactively to prevent a crisis
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Factsheets/Newsletters

Audience sensitive, focused on key issues, fear, questions
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Public Access Tools

Designed to drive cooperation, not fear within a community
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Websites and Multimedia Tools

Designed to educate, inform, and engage community/stakeholders
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Operations Complaint Management

Front-loaded approach to managing quality of life impacts
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Case Study:
Stormwater Utility Implementation

Planning Process Stormwater Utility Implementation
Integrated Stakeholder Engagement Strategy
County Government

Situational
Assessment

Community / Residents
Business Community
NGOs / Interest Groups

Stakeholder
Analysis

Develop
Tools, Timing

Implement,
Evaluate, Adapt

Local Media
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Planning Process Stormwater Utility Implementation - Integrated Stakeholder Engagement Strategy
Assess Critical Issues
and Lessons Learned:

Assess Current and
Potential Relationships:

• External forces/perception
• Issues and their intensity
• Internal dynamics

• Examples of potential
advocates/adversaries
are listed here

Develop Integrated Strategy Supported by
Proven Effective Tools and Contingencies

County Government

Situational
Assessment

Community / Residents
Business Community
NGOs / Interest Groups

Stakeholder
Analysis

Develop
Tools, Timing

Implement,
Evaluate, Adapt

Local Media
Identify Integrated
Goals and Objectives:
• Technical
• Legal/Regulatory
• Engagement

Understand Key
Stakeholders:
• What are their drivers/fears?
• Who are the opinion leaders?
• What are their likely tactics?
• What are pros/cons of engagement?

Examples:
•
•
•
•

Manage offsite risks
Control cost/scope
Manage precedents
Improve interactions with
Community Groups
• Educate stakeholders
• Preserve reputation; no
surprises/adverse headlines

Example Reasons to Take
Interest in MS4 Utility:
• Increased Tax/User Fee
• Changes to Community aesthetic
• Changes to development rules/costs
• Some concerns/fears may be real;
others perceived but still powerful

Example Tools:

Approach/Attitude:

• Factsheet, FAQs based on
agreed key messages
• Brief key opinion leaders
• Carefully designed and
facilitated meetings, some
conducted with stakeholders,
others directly from County
• Media standby statement

• All activities are goal
directed, not in a vacuum
• All communications based
on agreed key messages
• Critical that project team
coordinate and maintain
consistent messaging
• All outreach and timing in
close coordination with
County

Example Timing:
• Plan effective engagement at
annual review meeting
• Identify targeted timing to
build advocates and prevent
future adversaries

Fundamental to success is integrating the communications strategy with the technical and
legal/regulatory approach so Acceptance and Adoption of Utility are met sooner, at less cost, and
based on what is needed to create, manage, and sustain mission-critical relationships.
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Contingency Planning:
• Wise to develop some
tools even if held just in
case of crisis/contingency
• Evaluate effectiveness
and adapt as conditions or
issues/perceptions change
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Planning Process Stormwater Utility Implementation - Integrated Stakeholder Engagement Strategy
Synopsis Situational Analysis
•
•

USEPA has mandated significant unfunded pollutant reduction goals for the Chesapeake Bay TMDL that are tied to State-Level MS4 Permits
Technical approach is generally open-ended, potentially bears significant cost to County constituents, and is associated with

Key Stakeholder Engagement and Community Relations Goals:
•

Adopt a Funding Mechanism to meet significant costs associated with MS4 Permits, particularly special condition for Ches. Bay TMDL

STAKEHOLDERS

STAKEHOLDER
DRIVERS / NEEDS

OUTREACH /
OBJECTIVES

ACTION ITEMS /
TIMING

PURPOSE / VALUE

County
Community Groups /
Residents
Developers

Businesses

Regulators
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Effective Communications in Practice
•
•

Put yourself in the community’s shoes
Think about quality of life impacts in addition to engineering

Whole-Brained

•
•

Translate complex information for the audience
Use a communications expert

Integrated Process

•
•

Establish communications as an essential part of the project
Don’t wait until there is a crisis

Build a Toolbox

•
•

Use the best tools for the audience
Adapt and use additional tools as needed

Make an Investment

•
•

Upfront spending on communications saves cost and schedule
A small investment shows the community you care

Practice
Empathy
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Questions/Discussion
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